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"TAVERNA TAXIDI"
(An account of a 4 month pub crawl in the Ionian)

Introduction

This is not a log in the strict sense of the word, it
is more a rambling, disconnected account of the good and bad
bits of our cruise around the Ionian Sea. Our aim being to
whet the appetite of the reader and encourage others to try
this idyllic cruising area.

First, what did we do? My wife Babs and I towed our MK 2
Wayfarer "Overdraught" W 6673 from Dover to the island of Levkas
on the west coast of Greece via Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Yugoslavia and mainland Greece. We spent 31 months
cruising in the Ionian Sea, living on the boat and visiting
among other places.the Islands of Ithaca, Corfu, Paxos, Meganisi
and several spots on the mainland Greek coast. We returned
by ferry from Greece to Ancona Italy, France :and Southampton.

Preparation

We both "came of age" in January 91 entitling us to retire
from full time employment so this was to be our retirement cruise.
We started preparing for the trip about 2 years before the
event. By far the hardest feature of these preparations was
the two years evening class trying to learn Greek. This proved
to be invaluable. We tended to visit the more remote parts
and, contrary to popular belief, English was not the Universal
Language. Quite often we had to struggle with our Pidgin
Greek, plus of course sign language. But the obvious pleasure
(and amusement) shown by the local Greek people made our evening
class struggles all worth while.

We also read everything we could lay our hands on remotely
connected with the area and on cruising, this ranged from
Gerry Eardley's Wayfarer log, included Joan Abraham's account
of her solo cruise in her wooden clinker built boat, Ken Duxbury's
trip in his Drascombe Lugger even to re-reading Homer's Oddysey
(although I can't say I found the last to be of much practical
use). We found Rod Heikell's Greek Pilot useful and took
photocopies of the appropriate section.

I agonised for many hours on what spare parts I should
take, drawing the line in the end at not taking a spare mast
and boom even though the existing ones were showing signs of
the hard life they had led. In the event I am glad to say
we didn't need any - not even a spare shackle. I like to think
this was a result of all the effort we spent on the boat before
hand but I am sure luck, and the fact that we sailed very
conservatively, had a lot to do with it.

We spent many hours planning storage within the boat and
everything destined for the trip was critically examined.as to
a) Was it really necessary and
b) Was it as small and as light as we could make it.
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We made a boom tent, and with uncanny timing the wind would
spring up at every fitting. A pity it didn't do the same while
sailing but I will come to that later. We made a sun awning that
we could use, without the tent frame for when we were rowing, or
with the tent frame when we were stopped temponarily. We made
heavyweight and lightweight sleeping bags. We fitted bags
beneath the thwart and the front benches to carry items we might
need in a hurry whilst sailing, flares, navigation gear, lifejackets,
beer, apples, sunglasses and bikini in case we met somebody.

We took along every conceivable piece of documentation
we could possibly want - I have-included a list at the end
of this log but the only items we were ever asked for were
our passports and green card for the oar.

The Cruise

Our intention was to take our time travelling through
Europe, camping overnight (We had a sdall land tent) and stopping
wherever we liked the look of the place. This was to be our
first major change of plans, we left U.K. on 22nd April and
very soon realised that Europe was suffering under a mini ice
age. We could find no camp sites open (luckily) so were forced
to make use of nice warm hotel rooms, bed and breakfast establishments
etc. We also revised our programme and headed south as fast
as we could, although the long trip through Yugoslavia certainly
slowed us. We found many of the Yugoslavian roads to be made
of the large concrete slabs sometimes found over here but,
whereas ours are joined with a thin strip of tar, the Yugoslavian
slabs seemed to be seperated by kerb stones and I found that,
even reducing speed to about 25 m.p.h., the trailer was quite
often airborne and we had to frequently re-lash the boat to
the trailer. When we arrived in Greece we had to get the cross
beam of the trailer straightenedl

However we did arrive in-Greece safely and spent a pleasant
few days in the district of Meteora viewing the monastries there.
These are built on the top of isolated columns of rock that
protrude several hundreds of feet from the surrounding flat
plain. Then on down to Sivota Bay on the southern end of Levkas
Island. This bay had been recommended to us as a nice quiet
bay with launching facilities ( a shingle beach) where we could
leave our oar and trailer in safety and this proved to be the
case in all respects but one to which I will return later. As
a matter of courtesy we asked the local taverna owner for permission
to leave car and trailer near his taverna, he readily agreed
and pointed out that parking space was no problem - this phrase
"No problem" was heard so many times that it became our slogan.
It didn't always live up to its optimistic boast. So we found
a nice shady olive tree, parked beneath it and spent the next
day loading - re loading - and re-re loading the boat. The main
problem being the weather. We never expected to hear the Greeks
complaining about the weather, but as a large fraction of their
inoome is derived directly or indirectly from the tourist industry,
they viewed the continuous rain and unseasonal cold (it was
now very early May) with about as much enthusiasm as a Manchester
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Test crowd. The effect on us was that we had to carry bulky
winter sleeping bags and cold weather olothing - not what we
had planned at all.

We did manage to pack every-thing in and still had room
to move in the boat and spent the first few days day-sailing
within:the Sivota Bay area trying out all our equipment and
developing routines for sail changing/reefing, packing up and
preparing to sail in the mornings and repitching in the evenings
etc. During this time it quickly became apparent that we would
need to be extremely methodical and tidy. Being a man I found
this no problem of course, but my wife being the other sort
had to be coerced from her slothful indolence from time to time!

We spent the next week or two cruising around the islands
of Levkas and Meganisi waiting for the weather to improve so
we could dump all our winter sailing gear and get some room
in the boat.

Eventually the weather did improve and from then on we had
almost unbroken sunshine andy on the whole, moderate to light
winds with many ppriods of dead calm. The general trend was
a slight morning breeze often southerly, dying out to nothing
at about 1100 hrs, then a north westerly setting in at about
1400 hrs, this could be anything from a force i to force 3, which
usually died away at sunset. This was the claimed general trend,
frequently it did not conform. The local weather foreoast at
0630 hrs. first in Greek then in English proved to be of no use
at all, the weather patterns are so localised by surrounding
mountains, very large land masses and lots of heat that you have
really got to sort it out for yourself. We learned to rely on
clouds appearing over mountains, fishing boats staying in harbour
and local opinion. The weather often seemed to go in 3 day
oycles. This way we avoided 3 very severe storms none of which
were forecast. We found oars to be essential.

During our initial shake down period we were fortunate to
meet Steve Clarke-Qens, Steve has worked for Falcon Sailing in
Nidri, Levkas for a number of years, he has now left Falcon
and was at that time preparing to set off in his ME 1A Wayfarer
largely single handed from Levkas to Egypt. Now that will be
a log worth reading. Steve was a mine of local information 4
which was particularly useful as it was directly applicable
to Wayfarers unlike most of the published material which is
obviously aimed at fixed keel or motor boats. He told us of
a number of places where only a Wayfarer size boat could enter.

Another thing we decided to try out in this period was
our hauling out tackle. We had noted the trouble with hauling
out that Gerry Eardley had reported in his log. So, with the
help of an ex R.N. Seamanship Officer we had rigged up a light
6 fold purchase system and restraining line that we could use
between "bites" of the purchase system. We were keen to try
this out to,
a) see if it would work
b) to see if we could remember how to rig it.



We prefer to haul out stern first as the stern makes a more
stable platform on the hard inflated P.V.C. fenders that double
for boat rollers in our case. Also the danger of swamping is
very much reduced. We fit a rope bridle around the boat,
most of the load being transferred through the bow fairleads
to our anchoring point and the lines of the bridle are looped
through a wooden piece that fits through the transom beneath
the traveller that we normally use as a stern anchoring point.

So we found a completely isolated bay on Meganisi with
a gently shelving beach and olive tree perfectly placed. Rigged.
up the gear without too many lapses of memory and decided that
theereal. test would be to see if Babs could haul the boat by
herself in case one of us was out of action at any time.

All went well and the boat was almost out of the water
when we noticed a large Greek pleasure boat (Caique) approaching,
it came nearer and nearer, we couldn't believe that in all this
deserted bay he was coming straight for us. Then realised that
the nearby half submerged jumble of rocks was in fact their
jetty! They finally stopped with their stern about 4 feet
behind and towering way above us. The crew then produced a
domestic wooden ladder which they propped between the gunwhale
of the Caique and a couple of rocks and down the.ladder poured
about 50 Soandinavian holiday makers intent on their barbecue.
After a while the son of the Caique owner couldn't stand the
sight of Babs hauling away on our purchase while I lounged
languidly issuing orders/comments. He strode past me and insisted
on heLping Babs, we didn't dare protest and anyway they apologised
for disturbing our peace, gave us some of their barbecue and
were very interested in our venture and the boat and fittings.

While still exploring Levkas we spent a few days in Vasiliki,
the southernmost harbour of the island. Here we experienced
the most vivid example of the localised weather patterns.
Vasiliki is renowned as one of the best windsurfing beaches
in the world. We entered without any real problems, found a
little difficulty in finding a suitable mooring as all the
jetties were designed for keel or large fishing boats and were
all really too high for us. However we did find somewhere,
tied up and then were stormbound for 3 days, in fact the wind
was so strong that we feared for the tent and decided to take
it down not wanting to risk damage so early in the holiday.

We found lodgings very easily and stayed there waiting for
the weather to impreve. On the third day I was chatting to
an incoming yacht owner, he enquired how long we had been
experiencing this wind as he had blen becalmed out around the
headland. We set sail next morning with small jib and small
reefed main - ten minutes later we were rowing.

Our first visit to another Island, (apart from Meganisi
which is only a few miles from Nidri or Sivota), was to Ithaca.
We had spent a holiday there some time ago so we were prepared
for the very sudden changes of wind speed and direction that
occur, especially in the bay of Prikes near the northern end
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of the island. We spent some time in Ithaca staying at Frikes,
Kioni and Vathi. From Frikes it is an easy walk up to Stavros.
Stavros is generally agreed to be the site of Oddyseus's palace,
(although this ts still hotly disputed by Levkas residents)
Frikes was also noteworthy in our case due to the jetty that
The Greek Islands Sailing Club staff had kindly offered us the
use of. At first sight this seemed ideal for our purpose,
nobody was using it so we could moor alongside and the jetty
should protect us from any incoming waves, it was also at just
the right height so that if need be on returning from a taverna
we could lie down on the jetty and gently roll on board.
Unfortunately we soon discovered that the protection it promised
was illusory, waves could pass undisturbed beneath the jetty
and resulting surges of the boat threatened to carry the jetty
away. Frikes was therefore one of the few places that we only
stayed the one night, we generally spent some time at each
spot exploring the surrounding area.

At Kioni we had to moor up to the main jetty between flotilla
keel boats. We found this extremely claustrophobic, even after
they had lowered their fenders down to our hull level rather
than compressing the aides of our tent. In addition their
engine exhausl. pipe outlet is at just about ear height, being
deafened was bad enough but to be periodically sprayed with
soot hadn't appeared in our idyllio holiday planning.

Our spell in Vathi was very pleasant, sharing a fisherman's
solid concrete jetty in a very sheltered corner of the large
sometimes exposed bay. Throughout our stay we found the fishermen
to be extemely hospitable and even protective towards us, bften
volunteering their opinion of the pending weather and on one
occasion at Zaverda (Iwarned that this would be rambling and
disconnected) we were told by a fisherman that we shouldn't
moor at a particular spot, after some discussion in which I
had memories of "discussions" with local fishermen at home about
mooring rights, it transpired that the spot we had chosen would
be rather exposed should the wind shift and there were rocks
nearby. He then suggeseted that we swap places with his boat
which, he said, would come to no harm. His old kother brought
us gifts of eggs on several occasions, showed us where we could
get water from their garden differentiating between the drinking
water tap from a local well and washing water from a rain water
cistern on the hillside. During the whole stay we drank local
water, planning to go over to bottled water should it prove
necessary but neither of us had a moments illness, apart from
hangovers.

Talking of hangovers I must digress again andr til of our
visit to The Old Mill Taverna at Zaverda on mainlandatGrece.
This taverna is mentioned in the Greek pilot and had been recommended
to us by several people. We arrived in port on a Friday night
and thought we would go there the next day but, noticing a lot
of flotilla boats in, thought it would be wise to find the place
that night and find whether it would be necessary to book er
anything. Booking would be unthinkable in the normal taverna
of course but we had been told that this taverna was unlike
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all the others. So, after eating our evening meal on board,
we made our way up a very steep winding hill, found it, peered
in under the quite low doorway and were set upon by Katerina'
a Greek version of Zsa Zsa Gabor, - "Come in, come in, sit down
have some wine. What? You have already eaten, - no matter
have some wine, anyway and tell me about yourselves." We were
almost frogmarched to a table, a large earthenware jug of Katerina's
home made retzina was put before us and spent a very pleasant
evening being periodically talked at by Katerina or listening
to other guests undergoing the same treatment, part way through
we were given a large plate of roast beef and savoury rice,
"Because it is not good to drink without eating." We left
very much later promising to return the next day. As it happened
there was a storm warning forecast the next day so all the
flotilla boats left and no others arrived, as a result we were
the only guests at The Old Mill that night so had undiluted
KaterinaJ

The meal is a 6 course set menu, (completely different
from all the other tavernas, which have exactly the same menu,
the only differences being which courses are sold out that night)
there is unlimited home made retzina which Katerina dispenses
from underground storage vats using a plastic bilge pump.,
This meal cost us the equivalent of £8.50 each which is probably
twice as much as other tavernas but well worth it. I had great
difficulty in making the return journey. I remember being
very dissapointed that Babs was making such a poor job at holding
me up.

To return to our visit to Ithaca it was at about this
time that I finally came up with a solution to a recurring
problem. I. expect other Wayfarer sailors suffer similarly so
I will give you the benefit of my extended field trials. The
problem is, where to put the red ensign. Before, I had fitted
it to a small flagstaff screwed to the rudder stock, but the
main sheet lassoos it at every gybe resulting in either a snapped
flagpole or an undignified panicky scrgmble aft to untangle
it before capsizing. I therefore devised this foolproof scheme,
I fitted a tiller extension rubber universal joint to the rudder
stock and plugged the flagpole into it, should, or rather when,
the mainsheet tangles around the pole, it merely bends over
allowing the sheets to olear and rises again as it by magic.
This worked brilliantly for about 2 days then the fitting broke
and it, flagpole and ensign all sank! I experimented with
various poles, strings etc. and Babs now claims that my final
solution is ensign No. 8, but I have noticed in her this tendency
to exaggerate. My solution is to fit one ensign permanently
to the main sail leech reefing cringle and reefing line when sailing
When in haubour with the sail stowed away I attach another between
the boom end and the main sheet, the boom of course is supported
by the tent crutch. This is not the ideal solution I know but
I can't stand any more ridicule from the other half of the ships
company.
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After leaving Ithaca we decided we would make our way

northwards against the fabled prevailing north westerly winds
up as far as Corfu and then freewheel as it were back down again.
This necessitated sailing up the Levkas canal and negotiating
the lifting bridge that links Levkas to the mainland. The canal
is about 3 km long, at its narrowest is about 20 metres wide
and has a claimed dredged depth of 7 metres. The dredged channel
is clearly buoyed with plenty of water either side which, I in
my innocence insisted that, "If its a 7 metre channel between
the buoys we must be able to sail way outside" WRONG! Everytime

we went through this canal we were beating and the centre-board
appeared to belon elastic. We seemed to be tacking for hours
Babs' hands were blistered and raw for days (aahh). We could
see why the keel boats motored up and down keeping right to
the middle of the channel ignoring every rule of the road.

However apart from that there are no problems with the canal,
nor with the bridge which opens every hour on the hour (Greek
time) during the day and on demand at night. Keel boats motor
round in the basin waiting for the bridge, we tied up to the wall,
stowed our aails, rowed through and then sailed again the other

side. We have heard of dinghies sailing through but we found
the winds to be far too flukey to risk the resulting damage
and embarrasment.

From Levkas we headed for Ligia, an uncharted harbour
on the Greek mainland that Steve, the Wayfarer sailor we met
in Nidri, had told us about. By using this harbour we could
split the 32 mile crossing to Paxos into two 18 mile legs,
as it happened we didn't go to Paxos until later but it was
still a very convenient stopping point. Visibility4in the
Ionian is often surprisingly limited by, dust, heat haze and
even mist in the morning and evenings so that it is frequently
difficult to see more than a mile, which, in blazing sunshine
is hard to get used to. The poor visibility and the general
lack of detail on the charts, (we were using Admiralty Charts,
still the best around, even though the original surveys were
carried out in 1864) made my navigation even more an act of
blind faith than usual. Many a time I wished that harbours
and fishing villages had similar signs to the roadsides "You
are now entering _;" We were never reduced to actually asking
the name of the places that we had arrived at but we often
stooped to some pretty shady detective work to find out.
Surprisingly we were always where we had planned/hoped to be.

We continued up the mainland coast of Greece in a series
of 10 to 15 mile hops until we were stopped by Albania. On
our way we called in at Fanaria Bay, it is this bay into which
the River Acheron, now generally ackowledged to be the legendary
River Styx flows. We had a swim in the river - I haven't yet
informed our respective Pension Fund administrators of our
resulting immortality. We tried to sail up the river but the
combination of head wind and current against us curtailed our
efforts for that afternoon, instead we anchored off a very fine
gently sloping sandy beach protected by a sand bar. During the
night the wind rose and we had to raise ourselves from our
slumbers, re-arrange our shore lines and take up on the anchor



line. This was the only occasion that our main anchor (10 lbs
C.Q.R.) moved at all, our secondary anchor, a 7 lbs grapnel
was virtually useless unless actually tied to a tree. The
next morning as we cleared away the shore lines we noticed
snake tracks in the sand all around the area where we had
been stumbling about in the drk. By now the wind had dropped to
its usual early morning zephyr, so we tried negotiating the
river again and this time we managed to get several hundred
yards up it until stopped by overhanging trees. So we tied
up to the bank and had a second breakfast at a riverside taverna.
The Wayfarer proved to be a source of great curiosity, I am
sure they had never seen a boat sailing in their river before.

We spent a pleasant few days in Parga, this is -a fairly
busy seaside town, yet it still retains a lot of character,
it has two large sandy beaches seperated by a very steep track
up to the imposing ruined castle which is completely open
to the public. In company with most of the visiting yachts
we moored in the inner harbour of the northernmost beach,
very secure, right alongside a fresh water tap but over a
very aotive sulphur spring. The muddy bottom of the harbour
frequently discharged streams of bubbles which on reaching
the surface gave off an unmistakeable aroma. Finding the source
of this smell cleared the air in many ways, until then we had
been giving each other very suspicous looks, for we did tend
to eat rather a lot of eggs. In the end we became quite fond
of the smell, but we very quickly pointed out the source to
anybody walking by who stopped for a ohat.

It was at about this time, (mid June), that the political
situation in Yugoslavia reinforced our reluctance to return
home that way. So we thought we would go into Igoumenitza
-and find out about the ferries which travel between this port
and Italy. We were really only interested in frequency of -

sailings and price at this time but we were dismayed to find
that they were already fully booked for a great part of July
and August. We had no idea at that time when we wanted to return
and certainly didn't want to tie ourselves down to a date so
far ahead, so in the best tradition decided to leave it until
later and hope something would turn up. In the event we had
no trouble as the ferry companies removed their boats from
Yugoslavia and diverted them to Greece. We didn't spen& very
long in Igoumenitza, it is a typical industrial ferry terminal
very busy and with nothing that attracted us. On the way
out of Igoumenitza Bay we saw several shark like fins, neither
of us are that expert at shark identification and luckily
they weren't olose enough to hear any "Jaws music" but we
noted them down as possible sharks - large and sailed very
carefully in what by then had become quite a brisk wind.

Our last harboar on mainland Greece was Sayiadha, again
a very small fishing village with an almost completely enclosed
harbour, the entrance to which, we had great difficulty in
finding. It is the opposite side to that shown in the Greek
Pilot. Watching visiting yachts sailing up and down looking
for holes in the wall is still a source of amusement to the
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taverna patrons. On our way to Sayiadha we had, in common
with a few yachts and fishing boats, sailed very close to areas
on the chart marked as forbidden territory. Everybody we
had spoken to had said "Oh you don't need to bother about that
nowadays." We were a little disturbed to see two police cars

driving up to the harbour wall as we made our entrance. We
were just polishing up our "I'm sorry we can't understand what
you are saying we are foreigners" expressions when the two cars
reversed back and parked alongside the adjacent Police Station.

We had intended to visit Pagania, the nearest spot to
Albania, before crossing over to Corfu but the wind dropped
completely and as I had already rowed for an hour as we entered
Pagania Bay the thought of rowing all the way into the bay,
about a mile, and then out again persuaded us to give Pagania
a miss. As it happens it took us 7 hrs to make the 7j mile
crossing to Corfu.- The wind was continually dropping completely
and then rising just enough to try sailing and then dropping
again a few minutes later, very frustrating. We were also
convinced that we were being driven northwards by a tidal stream
even though as everybody knows there are no such streams.
We have since found while browsing through a secondhand bookshon
at home that there can be a significant stream on the N.E.
coast of Corfu.

We did eventually arrive in the town of Corfit, and had
been advised by Steve Clark-Lens of a very good mooring spot
for Wayfarers. The main harbour is unpleasant for all sorts
of reasons. Steve's spot is the remains of what must have

been the moat separating the Citadel from the surrounding town.
It now forms a canal making the Citadel an island connected
by a bridge. The southern entrance to this moat/canal is almost
invisible from the sea and we would never have found it by ourselves.
The entrance can only be about 8 feet wide and 1 foot deep,
the canal itself is about 30 feet wide and packed with small
fishing boats. We nearly came to grief making our way along
looking for a berth, we forgot about the mast until we were
suddenly showered with broken twigs and leaves.

People who know Corfu say that the longer you:stay there
the more you like it. I am sure that must be true we only
stayed for three days and found it noisy, over exploited very
smelly and not at all to our liking. While there we enjoyed
a display of Greek folk dancing at the Citadel. We also watched
a slightly less successful Son-Et Lumiere show. It took me
half the performance to realise that intermittent flashes of

floodlit buildings in the distance were connected with the
commentary. When I realised this it became more meaningful,
and the harbour does make a wonderful setting for this sort
of thing.

We stopped off at the small fishing village of Petreti
before leaving Corfu Island. This was much more like the other
villages we had visited, very friendly people, just a few houses
and almost as many tavernas. It always amazed us how few inhabitants
were required per taverna. Most of the places we went to were
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not on the holiday routes but it was not at all unusual to find

two or three tavernas, and maybe thirty houses and one shop ihich

was always proudly labelled Supermarket.

The day we left Corfu and made for Paxos was a very good
example of the problems we had due to poor visibility. The

crossing from the southern tip of Corfu to Lakka on the northern

end of Paxos is only 8 miles, the visibility though on this

day, was only about 1 mile, the wind was very light, variable

and most times heading us, we had become quite good at estimating

our speed through the water (occassionly checking it with our

knotted string log). For four hours we were out of sight of

land becoming more and more conscious of how small Paxos was

compared to the surrounding sea. Also that if we missed Paxos
our next stop would probably be Benghazi. We made sure that we
kept well east of the lay line intending to turn sharp right

when we thought we were alongside Paxos. As it happens we were
only about i mile out, talking to some friends who had made

the same journey in a large keel boat, they had gone too far
west and it was only when their echo sounder started going

off scale that they realised they had missed it and had to
turn back.

We had been to Lakka before and were again struck by the
brilliant blue of the water in Lakka Bay. I suppose the sea
bed is white sand but the effect is startling. During our
time in Lakka a storm blew up which lasted for 3 days. The
weather forecast gave the usual N.W. force 4. Force 7 was
measured in the harbour! We were safely tucked away in a very
sheltered corner but we started to become a little anxious
for the tent but all was well for us. Some of the keel boats
were less well off though and were beginning to drag their

anchors and collect in a rather untidy log jam at the leeward
end of the bay. By the time we came to leave when the weather

had improved we had a job picking our way through all the auxiliary

shore lines that were criss-crossing the bay.

Whilst in Lakka a domestic crisis arose which almost

degenerated into outright mutiny by the crew. She noticed a

crab's claw groping hesitantly up from beneath the Wayfarer'.s
bottom boards. I didn't see it and suggested, quite reasonably

I thought, that always assuming there.was a crab accompanying-
us, that we should wait to see if it would make its own escape.
This wasn't recieved at all well by the crew, "How could she
possibly sleep expecting any moment to be clambered on by a

crab?" In the end we were forced to completely unload the boat,

lift out the floorboards and spring olean it. We eventually
found a minute crab about the size of a money spider. But
the boat needed cleaning anyway.

We met the staff of the Greek Islands Sailing Club at
Lakka who were very friendly and enquired if we needed any
Wayfarer spares, they of course keep a good stock to service

their fleet of Wayfarers. They also offered to act as a telephone
life line should we decide to sail down the western coast of
Paxos. This is a long exposed coast with no safe havens until
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you come to the southern tip. We thanked them for the offer
but decided against trying this mainly because the winds had
been so light for so long and I was fed up with rowing. If
we sailed down the eastern side there were several points to
put into should the wind fail. As it happens, true to Murphy's
law when we sailed we had a good wind and could have made it
easily.

We spent a few days in Caios, here I think we were rather
unlucky, for our mooring was right alongside the main road
which they were re-surfacing, so every few minutes we recieved
a broadside of tarry pieces of gravel. In addition one of
our nights was disco night. Every youngster in Gaios has a
moped and they all go to the disco on them, but morning came
eventually. We were told of the existence of an abandoned
village just above Gaios. It appears that one night one of the
senior members of the village had run amok and killed all the
members of his family and then him/herself. The next day,
so the tale goes, the rest just left the village abandoning
all their houses and furniture. We found the village and some
of the houses still had domestic articles and papers inside,
a very eerie experienoe. From Gaios we sailed to Mongonisi,
this has a very fine man-made sandy beach and thriving tavernas.
I read an advertisement in one of the tavernas announcing that
tonight there was a sixties night, I thought this meant that
the plaoe would be full of fellow wrinklies and suggested we
might go along and help push a few wheelchairs, dish out some
meals on wheels etc., Babs pointed out that it was announcing
music from the Sixties and this proved to be the case - all
night? From Mongonisi we sailed, for a day, to Anti Paxos
together- with very many other day trippers. Anti Paxos has
very beautiful white sandy beaches, but not a lot else that
we could see on our one day there.

Our route back down south from Paxos took in the tiny
uncharted village of Ligia again and we were welcomed as old
friends by the taverna owners. On our first trip we found that
the taverna sold only fish as it was still early in the season.
I am very fond of fish but Babs normally only eats it for the
taste of the batter. This time they still only had fish on
the menu, not even eggs. Fishing is extremely popular in this
area, even though the catches seem to be almost non-existent.
We have seen reasonable sized fishing boats returnfing from a
nights work with perhaps a couple of buckets of very small
fish, (they would all have been undersized at home)., It is
a very lucky squid that lives to celebrate its third birthday.
So we had the equivalent of 4 goldfish each for supper that
night, plus a bottle of retzina. By now we had become quite
fond of retzina.

We left Ligia quite early the next morning as we had an
18 mile trip to Levkas ahead of us. I could see a lot of rowing
coming our way, but we sailed out in a reasonable force 2,
against us, but by then I couldn't care less about the direction,
just provided there was some. After an hour or so it dropped
and I resigned myself to my galley slave act but no, the wind
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slowly rose and changed diredtion to eventually give us a very
pleasant reach which slowly increased as the day wore on, so
much so that we decided to carry on dowm past Levkas town to
Nidri a further 13 miles. If we hadn't been stopped by the
Levkas swing bridge we would have had to have stopped to reef.
Rowing through the bridge was a little difficult owing to the
strong wind but we made it, grabbed the nearest mooring point
on the other side of the bridge and changed to our small jib
and double reefed main. With this sail we soon overtook the
motoring keel boats that had come through the bridge with us.
The wind then dropped in the canal proper and the keel boats
overtook us as we rowed. We decided to continue rowing until
we reached the end of the narrow part of the canal, change
back to fall sail and try sailing but as we emerged out into
the wider part the wind again came up and we were planing
along beautifully, this didn't last for long but by then we were
almost back at Nidri and completed the journey rather incongrously
rowing and heavily reefed, having had a very pleasant 31 mile
sail in just over 7 hrs.

We spent the next few days lazing around Nidri, catching
up on our washing, boat bottom scrubbing etc. We also sailed
down to Sivota to make sure the car was alright and that the
battery was still alive. We had checked on it a couple of times
before and found all was well except for the growing layer of
dust and fallen olive leaves. This time it was a different
matter though, we found that somebody had smeared wet cement
mortar from a nearby building site all over the car. Luckily
most of it had not adhered due to the layer of dust, but some
had. We drove to the nearest tap to try washing it off and
the local Greeks with whom by then we had become quite friendly,,
were aghast at the sight and almost. insisted thit we- leave the
car around their side of the bay in future, which we did.
Surprisingly the car showed no lasting ill effects. Nearer
the end of our trip we again moved the car, this time up to
Nidri as I wanted to have a good look over it before the long
drive back home and I wan more likely to get any parts I might
need in Nidri than in Sivota. Again we had no problem finding
a space for the car, this time behind a garage and again under
a shady tree. Unfortunately when we next returned to the cer
after a couple of weeks I found that I had parked beneath a
pear tree, the pears had ripened in our absence, had fallen /
and the car was now covered in sun dried shells of rotten pears!
These also came off with no lasting effects on the car but
the effect on me was a badly aching arm, the corpses had stuck
quite firmly. The final attack on the car's bodywork occurred
on our last night at Nidri. I moved it down alongside the boat
the day before, cleaned it ready for the trip, parked beneath
a eucalyptus tree, next morning I discovered that this eucalyptus
was obviously a favourite roosting sight for any birds that
had over-indulged the day before.

By now we had booked our return ferry trip and had decided.
that we would really revel in luxury so booked a cabin with
shower and the longest passage we could find, Igoumenitza to
Ancona (i.e. halfway up the leg of Italy). The mere fact of
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now having a departure date, albeit over a month away, immediately
changed our attitudes. Up to then we had literally taken no
notice of time, we had just gone where and when we fancied,
staying sometimes many days in one place. But now we had to
start planning again. We had already agreed that we would
spend a large fraction of this time re-visiting some of our
favourite places. As a result we spent very many completely
peaceful evenings, the only boat in a bay, confirming our
ignorance of star constellations but still enthralled by the
brilliant skies. We also discovered that evening star gazing
has a detrimental effect on the keeping qualities of local
wine, it seems to evaporate by Magic.

We adopted as our own, the minute harbour at Port Leoni
on the island of Kalamos. This village suffered an earthquake
in 1953 which disrupted the water supply forcing the inhabitants
to move away leaving the village inhabited only by cattle
(water is supplied to them daily from a well). The church
is still well maintained as services are held there occasionally.
We were woken very early one morning by a fishing boat which
had two kitchen chairs securely lashed in front of the deckhouse.
One supported a fully rigged Greek Orthodox Priest, the other
the oldest of a very mature collection of locals. These arrived
to hold a service in their church. This was one of only two
occasions when anybody else used "our" harbour. On the second
occasion we arrived back after a day sail accepted some very
welcome cool liquid refreshment from some friends anchored
out in the bay and then noticed to our indignation that two
keel boats had moored to our jetty! They couldn't get into the
harbour itself which was formed from two parallel concrete
arms running out to sea, but had moored bows on to the arms.
By this time having been fortified by the refreshments earlier
we decided to tack between them into the stiffish offshore
breeze. This we did beautifully, Babs driving, me encouraging,
the owners of the two yachts, one French, one Austrian, were
looking very alarmed as we swept in between them, making about
3 tacks and then coming alongside the jetty and stopping perfectly,
I even managed to step ashore with the painter without tripping
up or falling in the water and we then set to setting up the
tent etc. quietly whistling away to ourselves as though we
oarried out this foolhardy manoeuvre every day of the week.
Next day when the effeots of the refreshments had worn off
I felt like apologising to them but luckily they were still
asleep (feigned or otherwise) when we left.

While in Port Leoni we noticed the cattle frequently drinking
sea water. This alarmed us until we found they had fresh water
available nearby. Another instance of this liking for sea-water
occurred in Abeliki Bay on Meganisi, here an old chap used to
arrive every morning on his donkey and carry out a little
scavenging from an abandoned holiday camp nearby. To stop
his donkey drinking salt water he used to tie it to the nearest
available point. One day there was nothing nearby so he tied
the donkey to his foot, unfortunately the donkey's urge to
drink overcame his fear of the old man's wrath, the old man was
dragged cursing to the waters edge. He couldn't get near enough



to administer corporal punishment as every time he got within
reach, the donkey realised his painter had gone slack so accelerated
towards the water. It was hilarious and the old fellow managed
to restore order, but not dignity before he was dragged in.

Another incident during our final month occurred in Port
Kastos, we were moored alongside in the inner harbour which
is only suitable for shallow draught boats, a number of keel
boats were in the more exposed outer harbour. We had just
finished talking to a German couple, owners of a large ketch
who had noticed us earlier in Corfu. As they left we noticed
the sky was looking very strange, so decided to stay put for
a while. The wind freshened, the sky darkened, the inner harbour
suddenly became very crowded, some of the keel boats moved
over to what they thought would be the more sheltered side of
the outer harbour, the heavens opened and a tremendous short-
lived storm. occurred, after about an hour the sun came out
again and everything was back to normal but the German ketch
was now hard aground on a mud bank right in the middle of the
harbour. After a long time and largely due to the efforts
of a British holiday flotilla we managed to get her off by
attaching a line to her mast head and hauling her over almost
on to her beam ends. During the rescue the owners wife asked
Babs if we would fancy swapping boats - pity we declined the
offer.

Towards the end of our holiday we began to suffer from
an annual scourge that blights this part of the Ionian generally
from mid July to mid August. It is invaded by Italian motor
boats, there are literally thousands of them, ranging in size
from 15' R.I.B.s up to huge triple decker affairs carrying
permanent crews etc. Nowhere is safe from them, especially
the spot right alongside us in an otherwise deserted bay.
Their mooring techniques are sometimes quite novel, e.g. they
will come in fast towards the jetty, just after they have passed
over all other mooring wharps they will raise their engines,
bump into the quay, hang onto anything handy and then hurl a
grapnel anchor back out over the stern. They never a6tually
hit anybody that we saw but we were often drenched with fairly
unsavoury water. They of course have no idea of the effeot
their wake has on a sailing boat trying to ghost along on an
almost non-existent .wind. Apart from these motor boats (which
weren't really too much to bear) our memories of this trip
were overwhelmingly good.

Babs has just reminded me that I haven't mentioned any
of the Housewifery so here goes. We ate on board roughly
three nights out of four, costs versus taverna meals are very
similar but taverna meals became rather monotonous after a
time. Early on in the season we bought fresh meat but later
ate mostly tinned. We took a few packets of tasty sauces and
curries, we picked herbs from the hillsides and often used
sea water for cooking (not in harbour), I have to admit that
our instant packet dumplings were even scorned by the fish.
Water was freely available from tavernas. Showers often available
from tavernas. Sometimes we used sea water for washing clothes
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rinsing in fresh. Concentrated detergents work perfectly well

in sea water. Fresh fruit, vegetables and meat very good and

cheap. Wine and brandy very cheap and seemed very good at the

time. We did our cooking on a two burner petrol stove, this
worked well, was very economical - we used only 3 gallons of

petrol.

We met many very friendkly people, some living semi-permanently

on their yachts in the Ionian some retired, some opted out,

others carrying on a business back home by telephone and fax.

Some families making elaborate arrangements for educating their

children. Quite a few boats on their way around the world

most of these were way behind their original schedule because

they kept stopping for far longer than they intended. In a

very short time we became very friendly with the Sun-Sail and

Falcon flotillas and enjoyed their apres barbecue impromptu
entertainments. We only met one other dinghy doing a similar

thing to us, it was manned by two young German lads sailing

an 18 foot "Kielzugvogel", this is a hard chined flat decked
dinghy with a semi fixed keel so they weren't quite as adaptable

as us. We mutually entertained each other on our respective

yachts and compared boats and fittings etc. We took very many

photographic slides and just the glimpse of shady olive tree

or taverna plastic covered table is enough to bring it all

back. But above all the Greek people themselves sometimes
quite reserved initially but after only a few moments of our

garbled Greek they were unbelievably friendly and generous

with anything they had. I am sure we will be returning some

day - Next year if we could find some other Wayfarers to go
with us.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Documentation

E 111 health forms, Passports, driving licence, insurance green

card, RAG reflex, camping carnet, SS Register,boat insurance
certificate, Helm'sman certificate of competence.

Charts

Admiralty No 203 Anti Paxos to Cape Garenza
No 206 Corfu
No 720 Harbours and Anchorages in the Ionian Sea
No 1620(a) bleganisi Channel and Port Vliko
No 1620(b) Galf of Molo and Port Vathi
No 3496 Scrofa Point to Cape Kamilafka

Heikell's Greek Pilot

Mileages

Roads - 3,500 miles
Sea - estimate 700 miles


